AUTOMATE & SECURE YOUR ENTRANCE IN STYLE

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION:
Description

FEATURE:
ARM SWING OUT

Parameters

Arm will swing out when hit directly by
vehicle (only BR618T & BR630T) to
avoid further damage on the vehicle.

Mechanical temperature

- 40° to 75C

Electrical temperature

-10° to 75C

Power supply input

220V ± 10% AC, 50 / 60Hz

Power consumption

80 watt

Relative humidity

< 90%

Opening speed

1.8 , 3 , 6 second

EASY MANUAL RELEASE

Internal lubrication

Grease

MAG manual release clutch can be
conveniently unlocked to manually open
or close the arm without removing the
whole top cover or body housing.

ACCESSORIES:

ARM AUTO REVERSE

Safety IR beam

Signboard

AR500U Long
Range Reader

Built in smart collision detection
technology allows arm to auto reverse
when hit with an obstacle during closing
to prevent further scratches & dents on
the vehicle.

MAINTENANCE FREE AC MOTOR
AC motor is strong and powerful, can
easily lift up even with additional
signage installed on to the barrier arm.
AC motor is maintenance free, as there
is no carbon in the AC motor.

Premium
automation

AR200U Mid
Range Reader

Loop Detector

Traffic Light

IMPROVED AIR VENTILATION

ORDERING INFO:
Feature
Model No

Open/close
speed

Max arm
length & type

Arm swing
out

BR618T

1.8 sec

4m straight

Yes

BR630T

3.0 sec

4m straight

Yes

BR660T

6.0 sec

6m straight

No

BR660TFE

6.0 sec

4.5 m fence

No

BR630T90

3.0 sec

4m folding

No

Left

BR618TL, BR630TL, BR660TL, BR660TL_FE, BR630TL_90

Right BR618TR, BR630TR, BR660TL, BR660TR_FE, BR630TR_90

* M = Meter, sec = second

Authorized dealer
All specification is subject to change without prior notice.

New fan design blow from top instead
from sideways. This allowed cool air
enter from top and exit from bottom to
achieve more efficient cooling thus
enabling BR600T series to support
higher flow of traffic.

IMPROVED NLSV2 DESIGN
NLS V2 is using magnet sensor instead
of optical sensor. Optical sensor is
subjected to interference from ambient
light level. New NLS design removed all
blind spot area to achieve perfect
opening and closing consistently.

